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“Citizen science”?
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 “participatory mapping”

publiclab.org



 “tell a different story”

publiclab.org



empowering the citizen





“the largest audience to ever  
witness an inauguration, 

period.”

Sean Spicer, White House press secretary,  
NYT 21.1.2016



2009 Obama Inauguration 
(Jewel Samad/AFP/Getty Images)

2017 Trump Inauguration 
(Inaugural Committee)



 
Kellyanne Conway,  

White House counselor 22.1.2017

“alternative facts”



“I think that the people of this 
country have had enough of 
experts with organisations [...] 
with acronyms—saying that they 
know what is best and getting it 
consistently wrong.” 

Michael Gove MP (UK’s Secretary of State for Justice), 
Interview on Sky News, June 6, 2016  



2015





 Rise of “citizen science”? 



 a label? 



computers



“Whether you are at home 
or at work, you can help 
experts by connecting your 

computer to LHC@home”

cds.cern.ch



analyzers



“people-powered research”

zooniverse.org



sensors



“Global tools for 
birders, critical data 

for science”

ebird.org



self-reporters



“Donate your data, 
for you, for others, 

for good”

patientslikeme.com



makers



“Remember when science was 
fun? At Genspace it still is.”

genspace.org





OED (2014): “citizen science: 
n. scientific work undertaken 
by members of the general 

public, often in collaboration 
with or under the direction of 
professional scientists and 
scientific institutions”



 scientists vs general public? 
 scientists vs amateurs?

 scientists vs lay people? ?



 place 



Domestic 
Science?







Leisure 
Science?
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Three promisses



1) science 



Algorithm discovery by protein folding game players
Firas Khatiba, Seth Cooperb, Michael D. Tykaa, Kefan Xub, Ilya Makedonb, Zoran Popovićb,
David Bakera,c,1, and Foldit Players
aDepartment of Biochemistry; bDepartment of Computer Science and Engineering; and cHoward Hughes Medical Institute, University of Washington,
Box 357370, Seattle, WA 98195

Contributed by David Baker, October 5, 2011 (sent for review June 29, 2011)

Foldit is a multiplayer online game in which players collaborate
and compete to create accurate protein structure models. For spe-
cific hard problems, Foldit player solutions can in some cases out-
perform state-of-the-art computational methods. However, very
little is known about how collaborative gameplay produces these
results and whether Foldit player strategies can be formalized and
structured so that they can be used by computers. To determine
whether high performing player strategies could be collectively
codified, we augmented the Foldit gameplay mechanics with tools
for players to encode their folding strategies as “recipes” and to
share their recipes with other players, who are able to further mod-
ify and redistribute them. Here we describe the rapid social evolu-
tion of player-developed folding algorithms that took place in the
year following the introduction of these tools. Players developed
over 5,400 different recipes, both by creating new algorithms and
by modifying and recombining successful recipes developed by
other players. The most successful recipes rapidly spread through
the Foldit player population, and two of the recipes became parti-
cularly dominant. Examination of the algorithms encoded in these
two recipes revealed a striking similarity to an unpublished algo-
rithm developed by scientists over the same period. Benchmark
calculations show that the new algorithm independently discov-
ered by scientists and by Foldit players outperforms previously
published methods. Thus, online scientific game frameworks have
the potential not only to solve hard scientific problems, but also to
discover and formalize effective new strategies and algorithms.

citizen science ∣ crowd-sourcing ∣ optimization ∣ structure prediction ∣
strategy

Citizen science is an approach to leveraging natural human
abilities for scientific purposes. Most such efforts involve

visual tasks such as tagging images or locating image features
(1–3). In contrast, Foldit is a multiplayer online scientific discovery
game, in which players become highly skilled at creating accurate
protein structure models through extended game play (4, 5). Foldit
recruits online gamers to optimize the computed Rosetta energy
using human spatial problem-solving skills. Players manipulate
protein structures with a palette of interactive tools and manipula-
tions. Through their interactive exploration Foldit players also uti-
lize user-friendly versions of algorithms from the Rosetta structure
prediction methodology (6) such as wiggle (gradient-based energy
minimization) and shake (combinatorial side chain rotamer pack-
ing). The potential of gamers to solve more complex scientific pro-
blems was recently highlighted by the solution of a long-standing
protein structure determination problem by Foldit players (7).

One of the key strengths of game-based human problem ex-
ploration is the human ability to search over the space of possible
strategies and adapt those strategies to the type of problem and
stage of problem solving (5). The variability of tactics and
strategies stems from the individuality of each player as well as
multiple methods of sharing and evolution within the game
(group play, game chat), and outside of the game [wiki pages (8)].
One way to arrive at algorithmic methods underlying successful
human Foldit play would be to apply machine learning techniques
to the detailed logs of expert Foldit players (9). We chose instead
to rely on a superior learning machine: Foldit players themselves.

As the players themselves understand their strategies better than
anyone, we decided to allow them to codify their algorithms
directly, rather than attempting to automatically learn approxi-
mations. We augmented standard Foldit play with the ability to
create, edit, share, and rate gameplay macros, referred to as
“recipes” within the Foldit game (10). In the game each player
has their own “cookbook” of such recipes, from which they can
invoke a variety of interactive automated strategies. Players can
share recipes they write with the rest of the Foldit community or
they can choose to keep their creations to themselves.

In this paper we describe the quite unexpected evolution of
recipes in the year after they were released, and the striking con-
vergence of this very short evolution on an algorithm very similar
to an unpublished algorithm recently developed independently
by scientific experts that improves over previous methods.

Results
In the social development environment provided by Foldit,
players evolved a wide variety of recipes to codify their diverse
strategies to problem solving. During the three and a half month
study period (see Materials and Methods), 721 Foldit players ran
5,488 unique recipes 158,682 times and 568 players wrote 5,202
recipes. We studied these algorithms and found that they fell
into four main categories: (i) perturb and minimize, (ii) aggressive
rebuilding, (iii) local optimize, and (iv) set constraints. The first
category goes beyond the deterministic minimize function
provided to Foldit players, which has the disadvantage of readily
being trapped in local minima, by adding in perturbations to lead
the minimizer in different directions (11). The second category
uses the rebuild tool, which performs fragment insertion with
loop closure, to search different areas of conformation space;
these recipes are often run for long periods of time as they are
designed to rebuild entire regions of a protein rather than just
refining them (Fig. S1). The third category of recipes performs
local minimizations along the protein backbone in order to im-
prove the Rosetta energy for every segment of a protein. The final
category of recipes assigns constraints between beta strands or
pairs of residues (rubber bands), or changes the secondary struc-
ture assignment to guide subsequent optimization.

Different algorithms were used with very different frequencies
during the experiment. Some are designated by the authors as
public and are available for use by all Foldit players, whereas
others are private and available only to their creator or their
Foldit team. The distribution of recipe usage among different
players is shown in Fig. 1 for the 26 recipes that were run over
1,000 times. Some recipes, such as the one represented by the
leftmost bar, were used many times by many different players,
while others, such as the one represented by the pink bar in the

Author contributions: F.K., S.C., Z.P., and D.B. designed research; F.K., S.C., M.D.T., and
F.P. performed research; F.K., S.C., M.D.T., K.X., and I.M. analyzed data; and F.K., S.C., Z.P.,
and D.B. wrote the paper.

The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Freely available online through the PNAS open access option.
1To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: dabaker@u.washington.edu.

This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/
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Galaxy Zoo: the effect of bar-driven fuelling on the presence of an active
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ABSTRACT
We study the influence of the presence of a strong bar in disc galaxies which host an active
galactic nucleus (AGN). Using data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and morphological
classifications from the Galaxy Zoo 2 project, we create a volume-limited sample of 19 756 disc
galaxies at 0.01 < z < 0.05 which have been visually examined for the presence of a bar. Within
this sample, AGN host galaxies have a higher overall percentage of bars (51.8 per cent) than
inactive galaxies exhibiting central star formation (37.1 per cent). This difference is primarily
due to known effects: that the presence of both AGN and galactic bars is strongly correlated
with both the stellar mass and integrated colour of the host galaxy. We control for this effect by
examining the difference in AGN fraction between barred and unbarred galaxies in fixed bins
of mass and colour. Once this effect is accounted for, there remains a small but statistically
significant increase that represents 16 per cent of the average barred AGN fraction. Using the
L[O III]/MBH ratio as a measure of AGN strength, we show that barred AGNs do not exhibit
stronger accretion than unbarred AGNs at a fixed mass and colour. The data are consistent
with a model in which bar-driven fuelling does contribute to the probability of an actively
growing black hole, but in which other dynamical mechanisms must contribute to the direct
AGN fuelling via smaller, non-axisymmetric perturbations.

Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: Seyfert – galaxies: spiral.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Supermassive black holes exist at the centres of most (if not all)
massive galaxies (Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Richstone et al.
1998; Kormendy & Gebhardt 2001; Ghez et al. 2008). The evo-
lution of the black hole is closely tied to that of the host galaxy;
hence, understanding the conditions that drive black hole growth is
key for a complete picture of galactic evolution. While most black
holes are not actively growing, a small fraction are observed to ac-
crete matter and cause the surrounding material to emit powerful
panchromatic radiation. The central region of a galaxy which en-

⋆ E-mail: galloway@physics.umn.edu
† SEPnet: http://www.sepnet.ac.uk

compasses these ‘active’ black holes, along with the surrounding
accretion disc and ionized gas clouds, is an active galactic nucleus
(AGN). Since the bolometric luminosity of the AGN can be com-
parable to (or greater than) the integrated stellar luminosity (as high
as L ∼ 1047 erg s−1), the black holes have an important effect on
the host galaxy, controlling the amount of star formation via AGN
feedback, as well as contributing towards the net reionization of
the intergalactic medium (Heckman & Best 2014). Understanding
the fuelling mechanism(s) for AGNs is thus critical for studying
galaxies, both in the nearby Universe and at higher redshifts.

The precise physics that govern the relationship between AGNs
and their host galaxies is an area of intense study. This includes
the AGN fuelling mechanism – while there is strong evidence that
there is sufficient gas in the interstellar medium to keep the accretion
disc supplied with enough material to radiate at typical bolometric

C⃝ 2015 The Authors
Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Royal Astronomical Society

 at Institut universitaire de hautes etudesinternationales - Bibliotheque on O
ctober 14, 2016
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Wiggins et al., 2011



J. Giles, 2005, Nature 438



new scientific questions?

different science?



“science by intuition”

J. Marshall,“Victory for Crowdsourced  
Biomolecule Design.” Nature, January 22, 2012



2) education



STEM workforce



nature of science
nature of scientific inquiry





“Over-educated,  
under-employed.”

SETI@home user, 1999



3) democracy 



a) direct democracy  
(by the people)?



how many people?



Computers
 BOINC; SETI Classic

Analyzers
 Zooniverse; Foldit; EteRNA; Eyewire

Observers
 iNaturalist, eBird, OPAL

Self-Reporters
 Patientslikeme, uBiome, CureTogether

Makers
DIYbio 



Computers
5.6 m

Analyzers
1.7 m

Sensors
1.8 m

Self- 
Reporters

0.6 m

Makers
0,006174k

21k

75k

24k

#citizensciences



Science 
Centres

10 m
Citizen 

Scientists
0.2 m

Facebook
1,000 m

#citizensciences



 demographics? 



 over-representation:
 men
 white

 scientifically educated
 science occupation



b) representative democracy  
(for the people)?



public interest?



science!



techno-critique?



“it’s not all that clear 
that the world needs 

more stuff”

D. Chachra, 2015.  
“Why I Am Not a Maker.” The Atlantic. 2015 

 



Modern Toss tote bag



Three stories



1) amateur naturalist



History of Insects, 1839





amateurs without

professionals?



Ferrante Imperato, Dell'Historia Naturale, 1599



W. Whewell, 1833. Essay towards a first approximation to a map of cotidal lines. 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London 123: 147–236.
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Illustrated London News, 1871





Antoine Lavoisier, Composition of Air, 1776



a part-time occupation



late 19th century:
professionalization of sciences



“The era of the amateur 
scientist is passing; science 
must now be advanced by the 

professional expert”
Anon. Popular Science, Mar. 1902



co-creation of the  
  

professional and the amateur



the “laboratory revolution”



Frankenstein, 1931



Arrowsmith, 1931



sciences and the public

divide between



Dr. Strangelove, 1964



 bridged (and sustained) 
by science popularization 







“deficit model”

Michel Callon, 1998



1850 1900 1950 2000

⬛ participation



exclusion of scientists 
from society



2) Radical science movements







educating scientists



engaging in deliberations  
with citizens, not 

production



science for the people
 not

science by the people



the “citizen scientist” was  
 

a professional scientist  
 

taking his civic responsibilities



“this new breed of citizen-
scientist shall be continually 

aware that the scientific 
community must accept its 
appropriate share of the 
responsibility for the 

intelligent and successful 
resolution of the challenges 

facing the world.”

G. B. Kistiakowsky, 1960. Science 131  

 



 “social movements”
 



“experiential knowledge”
 



Sister, July 5, 1973



Black Community Survival Conference, March 30th, 1972.



Love Canal, 1960s



Jane Jacobs



“Privileging individual 
experience over scientific 
analysis allowed for a more 

democratic, less 
hierarchical approach to 
learning about female 

biology”
W. Kline, Bodies of Knowledge: Sexuality, Reproduction,  

and Women's Health in the Second Wave, 2010



 3) Personal computers &  
the internet 



Steve Wozniak and Steve Jobs, 1976



Christmas Bird Count (Audubon Science)



Pretoria, South Africa, 1962 (Smithsonian Institution)



conclusions  





“citizen science” as a tool 
for governing the critique  

of science? 





cheerleader for science?



 empowering

epistemic justice

 reduction of inequalities 

 place of science in democracy 



citizensciences.net
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